Vineland — The Names

AnneTroester and Dirk Vanderbeke

The following index was compiled to help us save time in reading Vineland in a reading group at J.W. Goethe University, Frankfurt. In fact it actually cost us quite a lot of time, since Frankfurt is obviously not the best place to look up the names of American game-show hosts or radio-show characters. Thus, the following index is almost certainly incomplete, occasionally faulty, and definitely improvable.

Here we would like to thank Danette Woodmansee who looked over our first draft, sent in many corrections, and thus helped us to attain the present state of imperfection.

We are sure that the editors of Pynchon Notes would appreciate further corrections and notices of omissions as much as we would, so please notify them about errors as there is no use in sending the information across the Atlantic twice.

187—Section of the California Penal Code concerning murder, member of the Vomitones, 98

Abdul-Jabbar, Kareem—basketball player for the L.A. Lakers, 378

Ace—one of Hubbell Gates’s assistants, 287, 369

Adam—biblical first man, 166

Adams, Stacey—brand name of shoes, 312, 338

Albert, Eddie—actor, star of TV-series Green Acres, 348

Allen, Woody—actor, director, 309

Alexei—Russian Vomitones fan, 377, 384

Alvin—member of the novelty singing act The Chipmunks (See also Chipmunks Sing Marvin Hamlick, The), 180

Amber—L.A. paralegal handling the Kunoichi Attentive’s affairs, 128

Andrews, Julie—actress, singer, 312

Anglo in fatigues—makes TV appearance interrupting The G. Gordon Liddy Story, 339

Anslinger, Harry J.—first director of the Federal Narcotics Bureau, 312

Arnaz, Desi—actor, ex-husband of Lucille Ball and co-star of their TV-series I Love Lucy, 346

Asta—film dog from the Thin Man film series, co-starring Myrna Loy and William Powell, 162

Astaire, Fred—actor, dancer, 266

Atman, Jinx—Weed Atman’s wife, 210–11, 226, 237, 244–45

Atman, Moe—Weed and Jinx Atman’s daughter, 210, 212, 244–45

Atman, Penny—Weed and Jinx Atman’s daughter, 210, 212, 244–45


Aunt Tulsa—DL’s aunt, 122
BAAD—Black Afro-American Division, 230–31
Bach, Johann Sebastian—German composer, 325
Bad—synthesizerist of the Vomitones, 98
Bagdasarian, Ross—creator of The Chipmunks, 180
Baglione, Gino, and the Paisans—See also Barf, Billy, 94, 96, 97
Bambi—animated Disney film fawn, 323
Barbie—children’s doll, 74
Barbie—Wallace’s mother, 85–6
Barf, Billy—leader of the Vomitones, a.k.a. Gino Baglione and the Paisans, 20, 54, 95–8, 356, 368, 377, 384
Bass player—friend of Zoyd Wheeler who tells Zoyd about the piano-lounge opening on Kahuna Airlines, 61
Battista, [Fulgencio]—Cuban dictator, 348
Becker, Eula—Sasha Gates’s mother, 76–7, 369
Bennett, Tony—singer, 138
Berry, Chuck—singer, 328
Bik, Acker—pop musician, 165
BionicWoman, The—TV-series starring Lindsay Wagner, 165
Bird—See Parker, Charlie (“Bird”)
Bird, Larry—basketball player for the Boston Celtics, 378
Bloome, Mark C.—?, 375
Blood—See Bonnifoy, Cleveland (“Blood”)
Bodhi Dharma Pizza Temple—restaurant, 45, 49, 52, 100, 102, 318
Bolshevik Leninist Group of Vietnam—a section of the Fourth International, 207
Bopp, Karl—former Luftwaffe officer, now CAMP commander, 221–22
Bow, Clara—20s movie actress, the “It” girl, 14
Boy—Tarzan’s son in the Tarzan movie series, 162
Boyfriend—of the young woman student at the College of the Surf, 206
Brecht, Bertolt—German playwright, 48
Brewer, Roy—union activist in IATSE, the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, 289
Bruce, Chef ‘Ti—chef at the Hum-bolaya restaurant, 43
Bruno—Rex Snuffy’s Porsche (See also UHURU), 230–31
Bugs, Bunny—cartoon character, 255
Bumstead, Dagwood—comic strip character, 88
Burr, Raymond—actor, star of TV-series Perry Mason and Ironside, 345
Bush, George—former CIA Director, Vice—President under Reagan, President at the time of Vineland’s publication, 353–54
Buster—owner of the Log Jam, 6–9
Caesar—ancient Roman emperor, 213
Cappy, Mrs.—chorus teacher of Sasha Gates, 78
Captain—of raided Kahuna Airlines plane, 64–65
Cash, Johnny—singer, 85
Castro, Fidel—Cuban revolutionary, dictator, 251, 343
Charles—Prince of Wales, 94
Chastain, Mooby—DL's father, 118-21, 124-25, 128
Chastain, Norleen—DL's mother, 119-21, 124-25, 128, 380-81
Ché—friend of Prairie, 325-32, 334
Cheeta—ape in the Tarzan movie series, 162
Cheryl—owner of Zoyd's borrowed tailor-made lady's chain saw, 6, 8
Che Zed—DL's motorcycle, 116
Chickeeta—Dr. Larry Elasmo's receptionist, 225-26
ChiCom—...-style, Chinese Communist, 230
ChiCom MAC 10—Chinese Communist pistol, 183, 184
Chip'n'Dale—Disney cartoon chipmunks, 180-181
Chimpunks Sing Marvin Hamлич, The—probably fictional album by the novelty singing act (See also Alvin; Bagdasyarian, Ross; Simon; Theodore), 165
Chitwood, Joey—founder of a precision-driving auto-thrill show, 17
Chloe—dog, grandmother of Desmond, 319, 385
Chuck—"world's most invisible robot", 146
Chunko, Willis—Vineland County sheriff, 220, 373
Claire—cousin of Sasha Gates, 320
Cline, Patsy—singer, 330
Commune Elder—of the commune where Zoyd and Prairie stay overnight, 307
Connery, Sean—actor, 339
Cooke, Sam—singer, 314
Copeland, Johnny, sing/songwriter, author of epigraph, n.pag.
Cosell, Howard—TV sportscaster, 52
Count Drugula—See Maas, Wendell ("Mucho")
Crumb, Robert—cartoonist, 306
Crystal—daughter of Flash Fletcher, 70
Curly—one of the "Three Stooges", 352
Daffy Duck—cartoon character, 210, 255
Dale, Dick, and The Del-Tones—singer, 37
Danno—character in TV-series Hawaii Five-O, played by James McArthur, 60, 99
Davis, Bette—actress, 81
Davis, Miles—jazz musician, 290
Deeply, Dr. Dennis—doctor at NEVER, National Endowment for Video Education and Rehabilitation, 33, 43, 49, 52, 335-36
Deleuze, [Gilles], and Guattari, [Félix]—authors of Capitalism and Schizophrenia and, according to Vineiland, the "Italian Wedding Fake Book", 97
Derek—Sasha Gates's lover, 361-2
Desmond—Zoyd and Prairie Wheeler's dog, 4, 51, 319, 347, 350, 357, 385
Devil, 371
Disheveled young man—student at the College of the Surf, 206
Dizzy—See Gillespie, Dizzy.
DL—See Chastain, Darryl Louise.
Dmitri—one of Hubbell Gates's employees, 287, 369
Donahue, Phil—TV-talk-show host, 103, 160, 373
Don Juan—notorious literary and proverbial lover, 276
Dotty—co-owner of a garage in which Sasha, Hub, and Frenesi Gates live for a while, Ché's grandmother (See also Wade), 290, 325-26, 330
Douglas, Kirk—actor, 345
Douglas, Michael—actor/producer, 378
Doyle, Popeye—movie character in The French Connection, played by Gene Hackman, 338
Dumbo—Disney cartoon elephant, 100
Dulang, Ortho Bob—Thanatoid, 170-72, 174, 179, 364, 380
Dwayna—mother of Ché, 329
Earp, Wyatt—Wild West lawman and legend, involved in the shoot-out at the OK Corral, 302
Eastwood, Clint—actor, 28
Elasmo, Dr. Larry—owner of “Doc Holliday’s,” a discount dental clinics chain, 225–28
Elmhurst—Zoyd Wheeler’s lawyer, 359–60, 373
Elvis [Presley]—singer, 330
Elvissa, neighbor, and lover (?) of Zoyd Wheeler, 35, 47, 54
Emerson, Ralph Waldo—American transcendentalist, 369
Enrico, Eddie and his Hong Kong Hotshots—musician, 78–79
Erik—imaginary surfer, 68
Ethel [Mertz]—character in TV-series I Love Lucy, played by Vivian Vance, 67
Eugene—Frenesi and Flash’s cat, 71
Evans, Dale—cowgirl actress, Roy Rogers’s wife, 162
Eve—biblical first woman, 166
Everlys, The—The Everly Brothers, pop-music duo, 115
Evert, Chris—tennis player, 327
Ex-institutional inmate—member of the Kunoichi Retreat kitchen crew, 111
FBN—Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 295
FDR—See Roosevelt, Franklin
Felicia—DL’s Plymouth, 134
Felipe—Hector Zuñiga’s brother-in-law, 335
Fife, Melrose—Hector Zuñiga’s partner, 23
Fiona—waitress on Kahuna Airlines, 64
Firebomber in PREP camp, 253–54
Fischer, Wild Man—60s L.A. street entertainer, produced by Frank Zappa, 309
Flaff, Gorman “The Specter”—war-time guardian of Thi Anh Tran, 182
Flanagan, Father—founder of Boys Town, played by Spencer Tracy in the movie Boys Town, 164
Flatfoot Floogie—eponymous character in a popular song from the 1930s, “Flat Foot Floogie with the Floy Floy,” 162
Fletcher, Flash—Frenesi Gates’s current husband, 68–74, 84–90, 338, 351–55, 370–72, 374–75
Fletcher, Mrs. = Frenesi Gates, 350
Fleur—friend of Ché’s, 162
Floy—what Flatfoot Floogie (q.v.) had, 162
Frank—See also Musso and Frank’s, 361
Frankenstein—eponymous character of Mary Shelley’s novel and numerous movies, 16
Fred—See Astaire, Fred
Frenesi—See Gates, Frenesi.
Gable, Clark—actor, 78
Gallup—city in New Mexico, 196
Gates, Hubbell (“Hub”)—Frenesi’s father, 74–75, 80–82, 201, 242, 287–91, 326, 351, 361, 369
Gerhard—chef at the Kunoichi Retreat, 110, 190
Gershwin, George—composer, 287
Gidget—title character of movie- and TV-series, first played by Sandra Dee; mentioned are Gidget (1959) and Gidget Goes Hawaiian (1961), played by Sally Field on TV, 17, 62
Gillespie, Dizzy—jazz musician, 290
Giligan—title character in TV-series Gilligan’s Island, played by Bob Denver, 33, 368
Ginger [Rogers]—actress/dancer, partner of Fred Astaire, 266
Girl in PREP camp, 254
Girl skater in white—observed by Prairie and Ché, 326–27
God, 37, 91, 271, 348, 354, 361
Godzilla—title lizard of movie-series; mentioned is Godzilla, King of the Monsters (1956), 65
Goldman, Oscar—character in TV-series The Bionic Woman, 166
Goode, Johnny B.—musician in a rock’n’roll song, 384
Gorshin, Frank—actor, played the Riddler on the TV-series Batman, 48
Gossett, Lou Jr.—actor, 378
Grace—Mexican acquaintance of Flash, 85
Grant, Cary—actor, 138
Gretchen—“make-believe Polynesian cocktail waitress,” 63–65
Groucho—one of the Marx Brothers, 175
Grundy, Mrs.—proverbial advocate of Victorian propriety, also character in Archie and Jughead, 359
Guattari—See Deleuze.
Guevara, Che—Cuban revolutionary, 202
Gumbel, Bryant—network sportscaster in 1984, 365
Hamlisch, Marvin—composer, 165
Havabandana, Baba—night manager at the Bodhi Dharma Pizza Temple, 52
Head Ninjette—See Rochelle, Sister
Head of A & R—executive at Indolent Records, 283
Hendrix, Jimi—musician, 18, 279
Herman, Pee-Wee—host of children’s TV show Pee-Wee’s Playhouse, played by Paul Reubens, 370
Herrmann, Bernhard—composer, best known for his scoring of Hitchcock films, mentioned is Psycho (1960), 187
Hill, Joe—union organizer, 76, 320
Hitler, [Adolf]—Nazi German dictator, 77, 372
Ho Chi Minh—Vietnamese revolutionary leader, 207
Hobbs, Blodwen—wife of Millard, 46–8
Hobbs, Millard—actor, owner of the Marquis de Sod lawn-care service, 46–48, 357
Holiday, Billie—singer, 78
Holiday, Doc—friend of Wyatt Earp, also involved in the shoot-out at the OK Corral, 226
Hoover, J. Edgar—former head of the FBI, 72, 86, 372
Ibble, Mrs.—wife of Roy Ibble, 353
Ibble, Roy—federal agent, 338, 352–54
Illa’a—ferryman over the river of death in Yurok mythology, 379
Ilse—Dr. Larry Elasmo’s dental hygienist, 228
Inga—waitress on Kahuna Airlines, 64
Intruders—mysterious raiders of Kahuna Airlines, 64–66
Irma—Roy Ibble’s secretary, 353–54
Ironside, Robert — character in TV-series *Ironside*, played by Raymond Burr (See also), 345

Jade — cousin of Prairie, 367
James, William — psychologist and philosopher, 369
Jason — murderous villain of the movie *Friday the 13th*, 16, 90
Jesus, 43, 206, 207, 213, 359
Jon — character in TV-series *CHiPs*, 83
Jones, K. C. — basketball player for and coach of the Boston Celtics, 378
Justin — son of Frenesi and Flash Fletcher, 71, 85, 87–8, 90, 351–55, 370–71, 374

Keemosobby — [Kemosabe] Tonto’s familiar name for the Lone Ranger, 295
Kennedy, Bobby — politician, brother of J. F. Kennedy, assassinated 1968, 200
Kennedy, [John Fitzgerald] — U.S. President, assassinated 1963, 249, 372
Kent, Clark — alter ego of comic book hero Superman, 133, 134
Kissinger, [Henry] — Secretary of State under Richard Nixon, 309, 372
Krishna — member of 24 fps, 197–98, 200, 244, 246, 258
Kutsushita — friend of Takeshi Fumimota and Minoru, 147

Lady holding a meat cleaver — member of the Kunoichi Retreat’s kitchen crew, 110
Lake, Veronica — actress, 79
Lane, Lois — friend and colleague of Clark Kent, 134

Land, Captain — Norleen Chastain’s lover, 125
Lara, Agustin — musician, 303
Larry — one of the “Three Stooges”, 352
Lassie — film and TV-series dog, 162
Lawrence of Arabia — T. E. Lawrence, adventurer, 309
Lefty — drummer of the Corvairs, 284
Lemay — logger, 7–8
Leon — drug connection, 23
Leonard — midwife, 285
Leroy — prospective cellmate of Zoyd Wheeler, 301
Lester — member of the Vomitones, 95
Lewis, Jerry — comedian, 221
Liddy, G. Gordon — Watergate burglar, 339
Lilith — mythological first wife of Adam, 166
Little girl in airplane who is scared of Brock Vond, 277
Little Ricky — child of Lucy and Ricky Ricardo on TV-series *I Love Lucy*, 346
Lobelia — DL’s bunkmate in Japan, 135–37
Lo Finto, Mrs. — member of the Kunoichi Retreat’s kitchen crew, 190
Lolli — sister-in-law of Ralph Wayvone, Sr., 94
Lombroso, Cesare — criminologist, 272–73, 276, 279
Lone Ranger — character in radio- and TV-series, 271
Lord, Jack — actor in TV-series *Hawaii Five-O*, 60, 62
Lotus — child of RC and Moonpie, 40–1
Loy, Myrna — actress, 162
Lucas, George — film director/producer, 7, 40–41
Lucky — Dwayne’s lover, 329–30
Lucy [Ricardo] — main character on *I Love Lucy*, played by Lucille Ball, 67
Luis—house parrot at the Cucumber Lounge, 223

Maas, Wendell ("Mucho")—also Count Dracula and Mucho the Magnificent, music business executive, 307–14

Madonna—singer/actress, 264

Manson, Charles—masterminded the Sharon Tate “Helter-Skelter” murders, 309

Manuel—owner of Zero Profile Paint & Body of Santa Rosa, 168, 192

Marcia—character from TV-series The Brady Bunch, 33

Marquis de Sod—See Hobbs, Millard

Marshall—overcame by DL in the rescue of Frenesi from PREP camp, 255–57

McCarthy, [Senator Joseph P.]—anti-communist crusader, 342

McCartney, Paul—musician, 378

McDowall, Roddy—actor, 162

McHale, Kevin—basketball player for the Boston Celtics, 378

McNeil, [Robert]—newscaster, McNeil/Lehrer News Hour, 88

McGarrett, Steve—main character on the TV-series Hawaii Five-O, played by Jack Lord, 59, 99, 103

Meathook—member of the Vomitones, 98, 104, 377

Meese, Ed—Attorney General under Ronald Reagan, 346, 377

Miles—See Davis, Miles.

Mill Valley real-estate agent—member of the Kunoichi Retreat’s kitchen crew, 111

Milpitas scoutmaster—member of the Kunoichi Retreat’s kitchen crew, 111

Minoru—friend of Takeshi Fumimota, Japanese government bomb-squad expert, 144–48, 150, 156, 169

Mirage—member of 24 fps, 197–98, 258, 262–63

Mi Vida Loca—one of Blood and Vato’s tow trucks, 177

Moe—one of the “Three Stooges”, 149, 352

Montalban, Ricardo—actor, best known for the TV-series Fantasy Island, 23, 348

Moondoggie—character in Gidget, 17

Mooney, Tom—union organizer, 77

Moonpie—wife of RC, 35–6, 40–1

Morning—biggest child of RC and Moonpie, 35

Mucho the Magnificent—See Maas, Wendell ("Mucho")

Musberger, Brent—TV-sportscaster, 327, 331

Musič, Robert—author, 370

Musso and Frank’s—restaurant, 361

Nehru—Indian politician, 210, 285

Nelson, Willie—musician, 265

Nicholson, Jack—actor, supporter of the L.A. Lakers, attends every home game, 378

Night manager—at the supermarket where Frenesi tries to cash her government check, 91

Nimoy, Leonard—actor, plays Spock on TV-series Star Trek, 220

Ninjette PuncutronTechnician—at the Kunoichi Retreat, 164

Ninjette with a clipboard—at the Kunoichi Retreat, 164–65

Nixon, Richard—U.S. President, impeached 1973, 69, 71, 72, 204, 205, 210, 239, 244, 250, 256, 273, 295, 313, 352, 372

Noboru—agent for Inoshiro Sensei, recruits DL, 122

O’Hara, Lieutenant—character in the fictive TV-series Say, Jim, 370

Old man—from Tsorrek, 379

Old woman—from Tsorrek, 379

Olson, Culbert—campaign for, 77

Oof, Scott—member of the Corvairs, 23, 61, 281–84, 312
Oruni, Dr.—doctor at Wawazume Life & Non-Life who diagnoses Takeshi Fumimota’s illness, 156–57
Osmond, Marie—singer, 348
Osmonds, The—Allan, Wayne, Merrill, Jay, Donnie, Marie, and Jimmy, singers, 319
Otis—fence at a shopping plaza, 328
Owner—of a restaurant in Mexico, 258
Owner—of the Full Moon Club, 79
Palance, Jack—actor, 220
Paranoids, The—fictional rock band managed by Mucho Maas, 308
Parker, Charlie (“Bird”)—jazz musician, 290
Pastorius, Jaco—bassist, composer, 224
Peller, Clara—baker commercial actress, 360
Penn, Sean—actor, ex-husband of Madonna, 378
Physics professor—panel member discussing Zoyd’s transfenestration on TV, 15
Picket coordinator—allows Flash, Frenesi, and Justin to fly to L.A. despite a strike, 352
Pickett, Wilson—singer, 73
Pierce, Bert—husband of Mildred Pierce, 57
Pierce, Mildred—title character of a James M. Cain novel, later a film starring Joan Crawford, 57
Pink—uncle of Prairie Wheeler, 367
Pisk, Zipi—member of 24fps, Ditzy’s sister, 194, 196–98, 200, 233, 244, 259, 262–63
Place, Virgil (“Sparky”)—commemorated on the FEER freeway as an American martyr in the Crusade Against Communism, 251–52
Ponch—character on TV series CHiPs, played by Erik Estrada, 83
Poitier, Sidney—actor, 378
Pope, the, 348
Poteet, Sledge—member of 24fps, 196–98, 201–2, 244, 246–47, 249–52, 257
Powell, William—actor, best known for the Thin Man movie series, 162
Prairie—See Wheeler, Prairie.
Psychiatrist—panel member discussing Zoyd’s transfenestration on TV, 15
R2D2—robot—character in Star Wars movie series, 16
Ramón of La Habra—car painter, 105
Raquello, Ramón—musician, 78
Raoul—Takeshi Fumimota’s talking robot refrigerator, 193
Raygun, OI’—slang name for Ronald Reagan, 313
RC—husband of Moonpie, bush vet, also brand of Cola, 35–36, 40–41
Redford, Robert—actor, 381
Renée—cousin of Frenesi, 39
Ricardo, Ricky—charact er on TV series I Love Lucy, played by Desi Arnaz, 346
Rick & Chick—born-again twins, car converters, 43–45
Riley, Pat—ex-coach of the L.A. Lakers, 378
Ritter, John—actor, 355
Robbins, Marty—singer, 345
Rochelle, Sister—also Head Ninnette, Senior Attentive at the Kunoichi Retreat, 108–12, 153–55, 163–66, 176, 382–83
Ron—U.S. marshal working for Brock Vond, 301–2, 304
Roosevelt, [Franklin Delano]—also FDR, U.S. President, 77, 372
Roscoe—Brock Vond’s sidekick, 148–
49, 268–72, 274, 375–77
Roy [Rogers]—cowboy actor, Dale
Evans’s husband, 162
Ryan—son of Flash Fletcher, 70

Sajak, Pat—host of TV-game show
Wheel of Fortune, 13, 48
Santa Claus, 292
Sasha—See Gates, Sasha
Savio, Mario—60s student leader,
Free Speech Movement at Berkeley, 77
Scantling, Crocker (“Bud”)—arranges
accident against JessTraverse, 75,
369
Senior Attentive—See Rochelle,
Sister
Senior Ninnette Punctech—at the
Kunoichi Retreat, 382
Sensei, Inoshiro—DL’s spiritual
master/trainer, 122–28, 131, 142,
154, 180, 253, 259
Sentry—at PREP camp, 253–54
Shaw, Artie—musician, 75
Shawn—imaginary surfer, 68
Sheldon—Zipi Pisk’s ex-husband, 263
Shirelle, Sister Mary—member of the
Kunoichi Retreat’s kitchen crew, 190

Shorty—acquaintance of Zoyd’s
pursued by Hector Zuñiga, 302–3
Simon—member of the novelty
singing act The Chipmunks, (See
also Chipmunks Sing Marvin
Hamlich, The), 180
Skipper, the—character in TV-series
Gilligan’s Island, played by Alan
Hale, 33
Slide—friend of Prairie, 4–5
Smith, Kate—singer, 78
Snake—generic acquaintance of DL, 115
Snuvle, Rex—graduate student at
College of the Surf, 207–8, 229–37,
240–41, 243–47, 259, 366

Sommers, Jaime—character in the
TV-series The Bionic Woman,
played by Lindsay Wagner, 166,
328
Sorrell, Herb—head of the Confer-
ence of Studio Unions, 289
Speede, Al—7, 291
Spielberg, Stephen—film director/
producer, 52
Splanchnick, Dr. Hugo—rhinologist, 310
Spock—character in TV- and movie-
series Star Trek, played by Leonard
Nimoy, 11, 321, 370
Spock, Dr.—pediatrician, author of
books on childcare, 288
Sproul [Hall]—main administration
building at Berkeley, 77
Stalin, Josef—Russian dictator, 77
Stokely—neighbor of Zoyd’s, 49
Stylish young man—member of the
Kunoichi Retreat’s kitchen crew,
110
Sulu—character in TV- and movie-
series Star Trek, 40
Superman—comic book, TV-series,
and movie hero, 116, 133, 134
Swamper—at the Redwood Bayou
restaurant, 42
Sylvester—cartoon cat, 22

Takeshi Fumimota—See Fumimota,
Takeshi.
Talbot, Larry—daytime identity of the
“Wolfman” or “Werewolf,” first
played in the movies by Lon
Chaney, Jr., 340
Talleyrand—French politician, 208
Tarzan—literary, film, and cartoon
character, created by Edgar Rice
Burroughs 116, 162
Thapsia—friend and lover(?) of Zoyd
Wheeler, 3, 54
Theodore—member of the novelty
singing act The Chipmunks (See
also Chipmunks Sing Marvin
Hamlich, The), 180
Tiny Tim—singer, 309
Tonto—the Lone Ranger’s Native American sidekick, 271
Torpidini, Two-Ton Carmine—Ralph Wayvone, Sr.’s lieutenant, 95–6, 153, 158, 160
Track-and-field coach—panel member discussing Zoyd’s transfenestration on TV, 15
Tran, Thi Anh—third partner of V&B Towing, 181–82, 184
Traverse, Jess—Sasha Gates’s father, 75–6, 288, 369
Trent—neighbor of Zoyd Wheeler, 35, 46, 48–9, 51, 53
Trigger—Roy Rogers’s horse, 162
Triggerman, Ernie—Sid Liftoff’s filmmaking partner, 51, 337–38, 340–43, 349, 362
Trillium—friend and lover (?) of Mucho Maas, 308
Trombly, Skip—news anchorman, 14, 373
Trotsky, Leon—Russian revolutionary, 42, 80
Trotskyist cadres—sent by the Bolshevik Leninist Group of Vietnam to Vietnam, 207
Tweety—cartoon canary, 22
Twins—members of the Kunoichi Retreat’s kitchen crew, 190
UHURU—Ultra-High speed Urban Reconnaissance Unit (See Bruno)
U.S. Marshal—delivers stipend check to Frenesi Gates, 84
Vandeveer, George—attorney, 75
“Vato”—See Gomez, Eusebio (“Vato”)
Vicki—L.A. financial consultant, 128
Vince, Sister—member of the Harleyite Order, 359
Visitor—Yakuza mystery man visiting Inoshiro Sensei, 126
Wade—Hub Gates’s canasta partner and picket-line buddy, Ché’s grandfather (See also Dotty), 290–91, 325–26
Waitress—at Le Bûcheron Affamé restaurant, 42
Wallace—friend of Justin Fletcher, 85–7
Wanda—pinoche playing worm, 238
Wawazume, Professor—CEO of Wawazume Life & Non-Life, 142–43, 146, 169–70
Wayvone, Dominic—brother of Ralph, Jr., 93
Wayvone, Gelsomina—sister of Ralph, Jr., 93–94, 97
Wayvone, Ralph, Jr.—manager of Cucumber Lounge, 10, 12, 20, 93–96, 104, 130–32, 137–41, 152–53, 356
Wayvone, Ralph, Sr.—mob boss, 92–97, 102–5
Wayvone, Shondra—wife of Ralph, Sr., 83, 102
Wayvone, Vincent—brother of Ralph, Sr., 96
Webber, Andrew Lloyd—composer, 167
Weeks, Anson—musician, 78
Wesley—pinoche playing worm, 238
Young American—Takeshi Fumimota’s seatmate on his flight to L.A., 158–59
Young woman in white—warns Takeshi Fumimota about paranoia, 160
Young woman screaming at Jesus—student at College of the Surf, 206

White, Vanna—assistant to Pat Sajak, 13

Wiener, Tex—Sasha Gates’s ex-lover, 361

Wilbur—pincushion playing worm, 238

Wonder Woman—title character of comic book and TV-series, played by Lynda Carter, 327

X, Elliot—chief of BAAD, the Black Afro-American Division, 231

Yomama, Michiko—film actress, ex-wife of Takeshi Fumimota, 159–60

Zadora, Pia—actress, singer, 14
Zappa, Frank—musician, 39, 281
Zoyd—See Wheeler, Zoyd
Zuñiga, Debbi—wife of Hector, 31, 32, 303, 348, 350